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THE JOURNEY BEGINS
Gadgetville is a little village in a peaceful place by the sea. Almost all of the villagers love
inventions and inventing. The inventions lessons at Gadgetville’s school are just as popular
as creative writing and PE. The cheerful puppy girl Lotte has already decided she will be an
inventor when she grows up. As soon as the school holidays begin, Lotte decides to travel
the world with her friends Bruno the kitten and Albert the rabbit. Round-the-world trips
are usually done by bicycle or boat. But things are a little different in Gadgetville. Lotte,
Bruno, and Albert climb into the basket of their balloon and fly up into the sky. When they
reach a suitable height, Lotte hoists up the anchor. The balloon stays still and the world
beneath them turns slowly. Looking out from the basket of the balloon, the friends spot
an interesting looking place. Estonia. They decide to take a closer look.

TALLINN
Tallinn is capital of the country of Estonia. An old gentleman with a big curly moustache,
called ‘Old Toomas’, is Tallinn’s guardian. Old Toomas stands on top of the Old Town
Hall tower. He has protected the city for hundreds of years, making sure that everything
is always fine. A guard’s job isn’t easy, but Old Toomas doesn’t grumble or complain.
Quite the opposite: When birds fly south for a trip or for the winter, Toomas always
wishes them safe travels. And when the birds come back, they give Toomas news from the
south. Birds are happy to talk about their travels. If a bird has won a singing contest in the
south, then Toomas makes sure he gives it a small gift. Old Toomas also gives the birds
the latest news about Tallinn. For example, he announces when the Old Town Days
are about to begin. And he tells them about the Sea Days. Then the Europe Days.
Toomas has a lot of news, since the Old Town Hall tower gives him
a good view of everything. And this city guard has very
sharp eyes.

SAAREMAA,
KAALI CRATER
Estonia has lots of islands. Saaremaa is the largest of them. On the island are many windmills and juniper trees. Thousands of years ago a meteor named Kaali came down from space to live on Saaremaa.
Kaali was already quite old in universe years. The winds of the cold cosmos weren’t good for his old
joints any more and stardust made him cough. Kaali the meteorite liked the island of Saaremaa at once.
He nestled beneath a lake and created a cozy home for himself. By day Kaali stretches out on his soft
bed where he sips hot strawberry tea, sweetened with honey. He listens to the local residents singing
folksongs on his roof. Ernst the spider, Kali’s new friend, comes to tell him exciting stories. He tells stories
about the distant travels of birds and Kalli tells him about the darkest corners of outer space. Although
Kaali won’t be returning to chilly space, Ernst knits a long warm scarf for him. Ernst cares for his friend
Kaali very much.

ALUTAGUSE FOREST
AND BOG
Estonia’s largest forests are in Alutaguse. In the Alutaguse forests live Kalev the bear, Joosep the fox,
and a little rabbit called Juku. Every morning when he wakes up Kalev sits on a tree stump and reads
fairytales from Estonia. At midday, Kalev sits on the tree stump again and reads exciting adventure
stories. And in the evening before going to bed, Kalev reads Estonian poetry. Sometimes Kalev falls
asleep on the tree stump with a book on his lap. He dreams that he is a famous Estonian writer. In
his dream Joosep the fox is an inventor. Joosep’s latest invention is a scooter made from fir cones.
Joosep has also built a television from wildflowers. The television made from flowers only shows
Estonian cartoons and nature programmes. The little rabbit, Juku, sits in his sand-pit and pretends
he’s a fearless sea captain. Juku sails to the middle of the ocean where it is windy and stormy. Only
when Juku’s mother calls him to eat do the seas of the sandbox go quiet. Once his tummy is full,
Juku again sails fearlessly, heading out into even larger waves.

THE PÄRNU BEACH
The most beautiful beach in Estonia is in Pärnu county. Most famous of all is the large
Pärnu beach with its warm water and golden sand. On a warm summer’s day the beach is
full of families having picnics, children playing and even mums and dads splashing around
in the sea. As well as the big beach, there are plenty of small, exciting bays. Lotte, Bruno,
and Albert love these little sandy bays. In one, they sunbathed. In another they went
swimming. The friends also found an excellent pancake restaurant underneath the water.
Underwater pancakes are nearly as tasty as Lotte’s mother’s famous pancakes back in
Gadgetville, the inventors’ village. At the third bay there was no wind and they couldn’t
sail any more.
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SO LOTTE, BRUNO, AND ALBERT
DECIDED TO STAY LONGER
IN THIS VERY INTERESTING PLACE
CALLED ESTONIA.
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